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Greedoid-Based  
Non-compensatory Consideration-then-Choice Inference 

Abstract 
 

We propose practical methods to test whether respondents use non-compensatory proc-

esses and, if so, to infer the details of those processes from either consideration-then-choice or 

full-rank tasks.  Inference is a non-trivial combinatorial problem which has hitherto been compu-

tationally infeasible for practical problems. “Greedoid languages” provide a structure and theory 

to transform this problem and decrease estimation time by a factor of approximately 109 for prac-

tical 16-aspect problems. Monte Carlo experiments suggest that it is feasible to infer, albeit with 

noise, the process that respondents use to evaluate product profiles. 

We test Greedoid inference empirically by asking 481 respondents to evaluate Smart-

Phones. The data suggest that most respondents use a lexicographic strategy in this category.  In-

terestingly, allowing respondents to sort profiles by features does not induce more lexicography. 

Two additional experiments use the Greedoid inference engine to (1) replicate the result that 

non-compensatory processes become more likely as the number of products increases and (2) 

examine the impact of pruning profiles adaptively so that the only feasible rank-orders are those 

that are consistent with linear combinations of partworths.  

Greedoid methods also provide a non-compensatory conjoint-like method to forecast 

consumer response and to find the minimum feature levels required to enter a product category.  

This method is particularly useful in categories where consumers are presented with large num-

bers of potential choices.  Not only do Greedoid estimates appear to predict better (in most cases) 

than purely compensatory estimates, but the consideration-then-choice task is perceived by re-

spondents as more enjoyable, more accurate, and more interesting.  It also saves time and in-

creases completion rates – both of which translate directly into cost savings. 

 
Keywords:  Lexicography, Non-compensatory decision rules, Choice heuristics, Optimization 

methods in marketing, Conjoint Analysis
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1. Two-Stage Consideration/Choice Decision Processes 
 Personal digital assistants (PDAs) are popular productivity enhancing tools.  On the web-

site of our university’s approved supplier, GovConnection, we find 97 PDAs from which we can 

choose.  Local retailers also have moderately broad product lines: 21 at Circuit City, 25 at Sta-

ples, 27 at Microcenter, and 33 at CompUSA.  On websites and in retail stores sellers provide 

tools to simplify PDA choice for consumers.  For example, Staples, CompUSA, and Microcenter 

structure the choice sets (e.g., Palm-OS vs. Windows CE) while all retailers and websites en-

courage consumers to self-organize the choice sets by operating system, brand, price, or other 

features. See Figure 1. This retail environment is consistent with (but not proof of) a two-stage 

decision process in which consumers first judge which products to consider, perhaps by a heuris-

tic judgment process.  Consumers might then choose from the set of considered products.  Proc-

essing rules might be either compensatory or non-compensatory. 

Figure 1 
PDAs Available from CompUSA 

 

There is ample evidence in the psychology, consumer-behavior, and marketing-science 

literatures that two-stage consideration-then-choice decision processes describe, at least pa-

ramorphically, real decision processes in a variety of circumstances (e.g., Bettman and Park 

1980; Einhorn and Hogath 1981; Gensch 1987; Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990; Montgomery and 

Svenson 1976; Payne 1976; Payne, Bettman and Johnson 1993; Roberts and Lattin 1991).  Fur-

thermore, many consumers simplify the first-stage judgment with a heuristic process (e.g., Bett-
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man, Luce and Payne 1998; Bröder 2000; Einhorn 1970; Gigerenzer and Goldstein 1996; Mar-

tignon and Hoffrage 2002).  Heuristic simplification is more likely when the initial set of prod-

ucts is large (e.g., Johnson and Meyer 1984; Payne, Bettman and Johnson 1993). 

 Two-stage decision processes are important and interesting scientifically and manageri-

ally.  Firstly, researchers in consumer behavior are interested in studying when (if) such two-

stage processes are used.  By using a variety of methodologies ranging from verbal process trac-

ing to information display mechanisms (e.g., Mouselab), researchers have studied how consum-

ers adapt and/or construct decision processes based on the characteristics of the decision envi-

ronment (see Payne, Bettman and Johnson 1993 for a review).  Some researchers suggest that 

two-stage heuristic processes might even be appropriately robust strategies for consumers and 

that such strategies are based in evolution (Chase, Hertwig and Gigerenzer 1998; Dawes 1979; 

Dawkins 1998).  From a policy perspective, the popularity of web-based virtual advisors sug-

gests that consumers find value in heuristics that help them search categories that contain many 

brand-feature combinations. 

Secondly, if consumers use two-stage processes, then data obtained directly by observing 

a two-stage process may more accurately reflect their behavior because it is consistent with the 

consumers’ actual decision processes.  Further, a two-stage data collection task may by more en-

joyable and less effortful for respondents (e.g., Malhotra 1986; Oppewal, Louviere and 

Timmermans 1994; Srinivasan and Park 1997).  A less-time-consuming and more-enjoyable task 

might mean shorter questionnaires (less cost) and may encourage more respondents to complete 

the task (fewer non-response issues). 

Finally, the identification of heuristic processes is important managerially.  Not only does 

it inform retailers and web-site designers how to organize their shelves and websites, but it sug-

gests to product designers which features to include and to advertisers how they might present 

products (and choices) to consumers.  For example, in the automobile market consumers con-

sider fewer than 5% of the make-model combinations available (5-10 out of 350+, Urban and 

Hauser 2004).  In consumer packaged goods knowing the consideration set can explain up to 

80% of the uncertainty in choice (Hauser 1978).  A big part of the battle for sales is won if a 

manufacturer can design products that consumers consider.  In advertising, knowledge of con-

sumers’ heuristics might suggest which features to stress in positioning or in unique selling 

propositions (e.g., Batra, Myers and Aaker 1996; Ogilvy 1985; Reeves 1961).  
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In this paper we explore new methodologies to study two-stage consideration/choice de-

cision processes.  These methodologies build upon a structured theory called Greedoid languages 

and require that we solve combinatorial computational problems significantly more efficiently 

than as reported in the extant literature.  We demonstrate with simulation and empirical tests how 

the methodologies can be used to infer the underlying decision process by observing considera-

tion, then choice from a set of product profiles.  The proposed web-based data-collection and in-

ference methods appear to be accurate while reducing respondent burden relative to common 

benchmarks. 

The paper proceeds as follows.  In the next section we review briefly the literature on 

two-stage processes and in a subsequent section we describe the respondents’ tasks.  We then 

present the Greedoid-based methods for non-compensatory inference and discuss the compensa-

tory inference methods to which they are compared. The inference and data-collection methods 

are tested with a 4x2x4 simulation experiment – four generating models that vary from fully 

compensatory to fully non-compensatory, crossed with low vs. high respondent errors, crossed 

with four inference models. We then test the methods empirically in a 2x2 experiment in which 

339 respondents choose from a 32 SmartPhones chosen as a fractional factorial from a 4324 de-

sign.  Respondents (a) either sort all 32 profiles as in standard full-profile conjoint analysis or 

use the simplified two-stage task and (b) either are allowed to presort the profiles or not.  Finally, 

as examples of the use of Greedoid-based inference, we analyze two additional experiments with 

142 respondents: (1) whether the use of non-compensatory processes is affected by the number 

of profiles in the task (16 vs. 32) and (2) whether we can induce compensatory processing by 

pruning the profiles so that the only feasible rank-orders are those that are consistent with linear 

combinations of partworths.  The first experiment demonstrates how the new methods can be 

used to replicate previous findings.  The second experiment is explores new issues. 

2. Brief Review of Two-Stage, Potentially Non-compensatory Decision Processes 
 We consider decision processes in which products are represented by their features and 

consumers must decide which product to purchase or consume.  While the process by which con-

sumers encode products into features can be complex and important (Einhorn and Hogarth 

1981), this topic is beyond the scope of this paper.  Our scope includes situations in which such 

encoding is feasible and reasonably descriptive of consumer decision processes.  For practical 

applications we might  use voice-of-the-customer methods to identify a representative set of fea-
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tures (e.g., Griffin and Hauser 1993, Zaltman 1997).  When a feature is binary, it is called an as-

pect (e.g., Tversky 1972).  Multi-level features can be considered collections of aspects that are 

related (Verizon vs. Cingular vs. Nextel vs. Sprint for SmartPhone service providers).  A profile 

is the feature description of a product. 

Non-compensatory Processes 

 In a compensatory process high levels on some aspects can compensate for low levels on 

other aspects.  In a non-compensatory process high levels on some aspects may not compensate 

for low levels on other aspects.  One well-known process is a lexicographic process: consumers 

evaluate profiles first by one feature, then another until a judgment or choice is made (Fishburn 

1974; Nakamura 2002).  For example, for 32 SmartPhones, a consumer might rank the 8 Verizon 

phones first, the 8 Cingular phones next, then the 8 Nextel phones, then the 8 Sprint phones. 

 The literature rarely distinguishes whether the lexicographic ranking is with respect to 

features or aspects, but the implied rank orders of profiles depends on this distinction.  For ex-

ample, ranking first by “Verizon then Cingular then Nextel then Sprint” is a rank by the feature 

of “service provider.”  However, the consumer might rank more generally.  The consumer might 

first rank by “Verizon vs. not Verizon,” then by “flip phones vs. non-flip phones,” and only then 

by “Cingular vs. not Cingular.”1  When ranking by “service provider,” a Cingular non-flip phone 

might be ranked before a Nextel flip phone.  If the ranking allows the consumer to evaluate “flip 

vs. non-flip” between evaluations of “Verizon vs. non-Verizon” and “Cingular vs. non-

Cingular,” a Cingular non-flip phone would be ranked after a Nextel flip phone.  When the con-

sumer processes all aspects associated with a feature at the same time, we call this process “lexi-

cographic by feature (LBF).”  We call the less restrictive process that allows the consumer to 

split aspects “lexicographic by aspect (LBA).”  Note that LBF is a special case of LBA.  

 There are two important special cases of LBA.  For multi-aspect features, consumers can 

either eliminate profiles by aspects, e.g., first eliminate all Sprint phones, or they can accept pro-

files by aspects, e.g., rank first all Verizon phones.  For multi-aspect features, an elimination 

strategy may yield a different profiles ordering than an acceptance strategy.  Following Tversky 

(1972) we call the former “elimination by aspects (EBA).”  We call the latter “acceptance by as-

pects (ABA).”2  Because LBA allows aspects to be either acceptance or elimination criteria, 

                                                 
1 Naturally, within the category of  “Verizon” SmartPhones there are no “Cingular” SmartPhones. 
2 Kohli and Jedidi (2004) analyze ABA under the name “binary lexicographic model.” 
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LBA = EBA ∪ ABA.  The distinction among processes is only necessary for multi-aspect fea-

tures.  If all features are binary (aspects) then LBA = LBF = EBA = ABA. (Tversky defines EBA 

as a random process in which the probability that an aspect is chosen is proportional to its meas-

ure. In this paper we follow Johnson, Meyer and Ghose (1989), Montgomery and Svenson 

(1976), Payne, Bettman and Johnson (1988), and Thorngate (1980), and use EBA to refer to a 

deterministic process in which an aspect order is given.) 

 We might wish to impose some constraints on processing strategies.  For example, for a 

“price” feature, we might want to assume that, when ranking by price, lower prices are preferred 

to higher prices.  Such constraints are allowable, but not required, in the methods we develop.  

Finally, LBA, LBA, EBA, and ABA can each be used either to rank profiles or to classify pro-

files into considered vs. not-considered profiles. 

Compensatory Processes     

Many authors represent a compensatory process as an arithmetic rule in which each as-

pect receives a weight and consumers sum the weights associated with the aspects in a profile to 

form “utility.”  Consumers then choose the product with the highest “utility.”  However, this 

arithmetic rule also produces lexicographic (and other non-compensatory) processes if the 

weights are sufficiently extreme.  For example, if the aspects are ordered by importance and if 

the nth smallest aspect weight is proportional to n−12 , then an additive model produces a lexico-

graphic process (Jedidi, Kohli and DeSarbo 1996; Kohli and Jedidi 2004; Olshavsky and Acito 

1980).  For this paper we call a process compensatory if the weights are less extreme, that is, if 

the weighted process is constrained so that it is not equivalent to a non-compensatory process.  

Constructive Consideration and Choice Processes 

 Research suggests that consumer decision processes are contingent on many context ef-

fects including the range of aspects, correlation among aspects, base-rate information, reference 

points, the size of the choice set, the relevance of the decision, and the difficulty of comparison 

(see review in Payne, Bettman and Johnson 1993).  For example, we expect most respondents to 

use a non-compensatory process when the number of products is large as in our PDA example or 

our empirical test with 32 SmartPhones profiles (e.g., Johnson and Meyer 1984).  We expect the 

more respondents to use a compensatory process with fewer profiles – say 16 SmartPhones.  

 There are many hypotheses to explain observed non-compensatory processes.  Some hy-

potheses rely on a cost-benefit tradeoff between effort and decision accuracy (e.g., Shugan 
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1980).  Other hypotheses suggest that non-compensatory processes are inherently more robust 

and are best suited for judgment tasks when preferences are to be constructed, when consumers 

are uncertain about the valuations of the aspects, or when emotion and “rationality” are inte-

grated (e.g., Luce, Payne and Bettman 1999; Martignon and Hoffrage 2002).  From our perspec-

tive, we seek to infer the net result of any (unobserved) process construction.  To the extent that 

data collection approximates the essential characteristics of real choice environments, the meth-

ods should infer the processes appropriate for those environments.  Fortunately, our methods are 

readily extendable to other respondent tasks.  We leave such exploration to future research. 

Existing Methods to Infer Non-compensatory Processes 

 Because decision processes might be contingent, measurement of consumer decision 

processes attempts to approximate the conditions under which real consumers make decisions.  

Many measurement examples in the marketing science literature are consistent with non-

compensatory or hierarchical decision processes.  For example, both Srinivasan and Wyner’s 

(1988) Casemap and Johnson’s (1991) Adaptive Conjoint Analysis (ACA) include steps in 

which respondents are asked to eliminate unacceptable levels.  Because this task is often difficult 

for respondents (Green, Krieger and Bansal 1988; Klein 1988), other researchers have attempted 

to infer the elimination process in a single estimation step (DeSarbo, et. al. 1996; Gilbride and 

Allenby 2004; Gensch 1987; Gensch and Soofi 1995; Jedidi and Kohli 2004; Jedidi, Kohli and 

DeSarbo 1996; Kim 2004; Roberts and Lattin 1991; Swait 2001).  For example, Gilbride and Al-

lenby (2004, p. 399) use hierarchical Bayes methods to analyze choice-based conjoint data to in-

fer screening rules for cameras.  They estimate that 58% of the respondents screen on a single 

feature, 33% on two features, 2% on three features, and 8% use fully compensatory processes. 

 In psychology, Bröder (2000) analyzes choices among two profiles described by four as-

pects.  He compares the fit of an unconstrained additive model to two additive models: (1) a 

model with the aspects constrained to n−12  (non-compensatory) and (2) an additive model with 

equal weights (Dawes’ 1979 model).  In one experiment 28% of the forty respondents use a non-

compensatory process while none follow Dawes’ model.  The remainder, 72%, could not be clas-

sified.  Bröder’s method is feasible for a small number of aspects – with four aspects the ratio of 

the largest-to-smallest partworth in a non-compensatory model is based on 23 ?  8:1.  For the 

sixteen aspects, as in our simulation and empirical experiments, the range of partworths in a non-

compensatory model would be at least 215 ?  32,768:1, a ratio that puts severe strains on any sta-
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tistical regression-like procedure.3  We would like to develop a procedure that is more robust and 

can classify more than 28% of the respondents. 

 Kohli and Jedidi (2004) propose a greedy heuristic to identify a linear representation of 

lexicographic processes from metric conjoint data.4  They modify Bröder’s procedure by com-

puting the number of violated pairs between predicted and observed rank orders for both linear 

and n−12  models.  Their t-statistics suggest that a n−12  representation is not significantly different 

from an unconstrained linear model for 67% of the 69 respondents who evaluated profiles with 

five features (eleven aspects). 

Our approach differs from methods that infer a (possibly) non-compensatory considera-

tion process with a latent construct and from methods that ask directly for unacceptable levels.  

We use a measurement process chosen to approximate how consumers make decisions in real 

environments.  We ask respondents to identify directly which product profiles they would con-

sider and then obtain full rankings only among the remaining profiles. The measurement process 

is similar to that employed by Malhotra (1986), which, in turn, is related to that used by Bettman 

and Park (1980).  (However, Malhotra analyzed only the second-stage process which he modeled 

as compensatory.)  With these data we attempt to identify (1) the best non-compensatory process 

and (2) the best compensatory process to explain each respondent’s consideration-then-rank (or 

rank-only) data.  Our approach differs from Kohli and Jedidi (2004) along a number of dimen-

sions including respondent task, inference algorithms, and focus.  Nonetheless, these parallel in-

dependent studies suggest many opportunities to apply discrete optimization methods to infer 

non-compensatory processes. 

3. The Respondent’s Task 
 It is easier to understand the theory if we first review the respondents task as illustrated 

with an example from our empirical experiments.5  Respondents are first introduced to the prod-

uct category and the seven features (sixteen aspects). Figure 2a is one of many screens. Respon-

dents are then presented with SmartPhone profiles (Figure 2b).  Respondents in the (two-stage) 

                                                 
3 The ratio is not as severe if we allow partial lexicographic orders.  However, Bröder’s method cannot handle par-
tial orders without first solving the combinatorial problems we describe later. 
4 Both approaches were developed independently.  We became aware of one another’s approaches after all empirical 
work had been completed and papers written.  Perhaps future research might modify each of the methods so that 
they might be compared on the same respondent task. 
5 Greedoid analysis can be extended to tasks such as those used by Bröder (2000), Gigerenzer and Goldstein (1996), 
or Gilbride and Allenby (2004). 
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consideration-then-choice cells simply click on those profiles they would seriously consider – 

part of the screen is shown in Figure 2c.  These respondents then see only their considered pro-

files; they are asked to rank them by successively clicking on the profile they would choose from 

the offered set (Figure 2d).  That profile disappears and they choose again until all considered 

profiles are chosen.  Respondents in the one-stage cells skip the consideration task.  In Figure 2 

we illustrate an additional twist.  Some, but not all, respondents were allowed to presort the pro-

files in either or both tasks.  In a later section we describe the full experimental protocol (incen-

tives, filler tasks, holdout measures, etc.) and provide statistics such as response rates. 

A few comments are in order.  Firstly, respondents are not asked to indicate unacceptable 

feature levels (aspects) directly.  Any unacceptable levels (aspects) are inferred from the data.  

Secondly, the measurement tasks themselves do not assume that the judgment (consideration) 

and decision (choice) processes are compensatory or that they are non-compensatory.  This, too, 

is inferred from the data. 

Figure 2   
Illustrative Respondent’s Task 

           
(a) Describing Aspects to Respondents   (b) Example Profiles 

    
(c) Consideration Judgment Task   (d) Choice from Consideration Set 
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Inferring Non-compensatory Processes with Greedoid Languages 
 For ease of exposition we consider lexicographic orderings generated by acceptance-by-

aspects (ABA).  Elimination-by-aspects (EBA) can be inferred with the same algorithm by rede-

fining aspects by their negation; lexicographic-by-features (LBF) can be inferred by imposing 

constraints on the aspect orders; and lexicographic-by-aspects (LBA = EBA ∪ ABA) can be in-

ferred with only a slight modification in the algorithms.   

To infer the best lexicographic representation of the consideration-then-rank and the full-

rank process we develop a procedure to identify the aspect order that maximizes fit (minimizes 

errors) on some metric.  Unfortunately, as Martignon and Hoffrage (2002, Theorem 2, p. 39) 

prove, this problem is NP-hard and suggest exhaustive enumeration.  For example, they sought 

to determine the aspect order (state capital, soccer team in the national league, etc.) that best ex-

plains the relative populations of two German cities.  Because their problem had nine aspects, 

they needed to search 9! orderings –  “a UNIX machine” took two days to find the best ordering.  

Their problem is a relatively small problem.  For our 4324 empirical problem we need to check 

16! aspects orders for ABA and 13! orders for LBF.6  Because 13! = 17,160*9! – their algorithm 

would have taken almost 100 years per respondent for LBF.  Because 16! = 3,360*13!, their al-

gorithm would have taken over 300 millennia for ABA, EBA, or LBA.  Although faster com-

puters help, it is clear that we must find a more efficient algorithm if we are to develop a practi-

cal method to infer non-compensatory processes. 

 We address computational efficiency in two steps.  We first demonstrate that a partial 

lexicographic ordering forms a “Greedoid language.”  This enables us to use established results 

to find the appropriate lexicographic ordering, if one exists, much more efficiently than existing 

methods.  Because the ordering need only be partial, we can handle consideration data and/or 

partial rank data. 

A perfect lexicographic ordering of aspects is extremely rare.  With 32 profiles there are 

32! rank orders, but only 16! aspect orders.  Thus, the chances that an arbitrary profile order is 

consistent with an aspect order is less than 8.0 x 10-23.  Any respondent errors are likely to cause 

the data to be inconsistent with an aspect order.7  To infer non-compensatory processes in the 

                                                 
6 In a 4324 design, there are 3 x 4 + 4 x 1 = 16 aspects.  If we group aspects by features, we can select one aspect of 
each multi-level feature as the base aspect.  This leaves 13 independent aspects. 
7 Interestingly, less that 1/10th of 1% of the profile orderings are consistent with linear combination of aspect meas-
ures.  This includes both compensatory and non-compensatory linear combinations. 
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presence of response errors, we prove that a dynamic program can find the best ordering relative 

to a commonly-used goodness-of-fit metric.  The dynamic programming algorithm substantially 

reduces computation and makes it feasible to identify the best lexicographic ordering for large 

samples of respondents and moderately large numbers of aspects.  For 16 aspects, the dynamic 

program need only evaluate (the order of) 216 = 65,536 subsets of aspects, comparable to ap-

proximately 0.0000003% of the 16! orderings.8 We begin with notation and definitions. 

Partial Orders and Consistency 

Let L = (L1, …, La) be an ordered subset of N aspects where a ≤ N.  For a given profile, P, 

we let Li(P) be 1 if profile P contains aspect Li and 0 otherwise.  We write LP P′f  if Li(P) = 1 

and Li( P′ ) = 0 where i is the first index for which Li(P) ≠ Li( P′ ).  Accordingly, for each totally 

ordered set L of aspects, there is a unique induced order of preferences, but the converse is not 

true.  In some cases, there may be many different orders of aspects that lead to the same order of 

profiles.  This is particularly true for the consideration task – if a respondent will only consider 

Verizon SmartPhones that flip open, then both the order (Verizon, flip) and the order (flip, Veri-

zon) are consistent with the respondent’s consideration process. 

Suppose that X is a partial order of profiles for a respondent.  For example, X might de-

fine which profiles are in a consideration set and which are not or X might define a rank-order 

within the consideration set. We write XP P′f  if the respondent prefers Profile P to Profile P′ .  

We say that an ordered subset L of aspects is inconsistent with a partial order X of profiles if 

there are profiles P and P′  such that XP P′f  and LP P′ f .  Otherwise, we say that L and X are 

consistent.  If L is an ordered subset of aspects, and if e ∉ L is an aspect, then (L, e) is the or-

dered subset of aspects obtained by appending aspect e to the end of L.  Let L\Y denote the set L 

with all elements of Y deleted.  For example, if L = (Verizon, flip, Palm operating system), e = 

(Nokia, under $299 dollars) and Y = (Palm operating system), then (L, e) = (Verizon, flip, Palm 

operating system, Nokia, under $299 dollars) and L\Y = (Verizon, flip). 

                                                 
8 With 13 aspects, the dynamic program’s running time is comparable to evaluating approximately 0.00013% of the 
aspect orders.  If we allow aspects to have either orientation, e.g., a respondent might prefer “small to large” or 
“large to small,” then the dynamic program runs on the order of 2*216 and exhaustive enumeration the order of 
21616!.  The savings are even more dramatic. 
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Greedoid Languages 

Greedoid languages were developed by Korte and Lovasz (1985) to study conditions un-

der which a greedy algorithm can solve optimization problems.  They have proven useful in se-

quencing and allocation problems (e.g., Niño-Mora 2000). We believe that this is the first appli-

cation in marketing or consumer behavior.   

Let E be a set of aspects, let G be a collection of ordered subsets of E, let ∅ be the null 

set, and denote the number of elements in a set L by |L|.  We say that G is a Greedoid language if 

the following conditions are satisfied:  

1. ∅ ∈ G 
2. If L ∈ G, and if element e ∈ E is the last element of L, then L\e ∈ G. 
3. If L ∈ G and if L’ ∈ G and if |L’| > |L|, then there is an element e in L’\L such that L̂  = 

(L, e), and L̂  ∈ G. 
 

In the appendix we demonstrate that non-compensatory consideration and rank rules form 

a Greedoid language.  Corollary 1 follows from Proposition 1 because Algorithm 1 is a greedy 

algorithm that either finds a consistent aspect order, L ∈ G, of maximum length or terminates 

early.9 

Proposition 1.  Let E be the set of aspects, and let X be a partial order on the pro-
files.  Let G be the collection of ordered subsets of E that are lexico-consistent 
with X.  Then G is a Greedoid language. 

Corollary 1. Algorithm 1 determines whether there exists a lexicographic order-
ing consistent with X and, if an ordering exists, finds the ordering(s). 

Algorithm 1. (for determining if X is lexicographic) 
 

Begin 
L = ∅; 
while L is not a complete order of the aspect set E do 
begin 

if there is no aspect e of E\L such that (L, e) is consistent with X, then 
quit because X is not lexicographic; 

else choose an aspect e of E\L for which (L, e) is consistent with X, and 
replace L by (L, e); 

end 
end   

 

                                                 
9 Kohli and Jedidi (2004) use a greedy algorithm on permutation matrices to identify a metric representation of a 
lexicographic ordering when there is no response error.  They apply their algorithm to metric data. 
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Finding the “Best” Lexicographic Description 

Even if real respondents are attempting to use a non-compensatory rule, they might make 

mistakes.  Alternatively, the non-compensatory rule might only approximate their decision proc-

ess.  In either case, we seek to find the lexicographic ordering that best describes their partial or-

der, X.  As a measure of fit between L and X, we define “closeness” as the number of inconsis-

tencies (violated pairs) between the profile order induced by L and that observed in X.10  We now 

develop an algorithm to find the “closest” lexicographic ordering to X.  Proposition 2 implies Al-

gorithm 2 which is a dynamic program on the set of all subsets of the aspects.  Because this set 

has dimensionality 2N, and because 2N is substantially less than N!, Algorithm 2 is feasible when 

exhaustive enumeration is not. In the appendix we prove Proposition 2 by showing that the mar-

ginal inconsistencies induced by adding a new aspect to an existing ordering depends only on 

that aspect and not on the prior orderings.  This implies a (forward) recursive structure which, in 

turn, implies dynamic programming.  Dynamic programming implies that the solution to Algo-

rithm 2 is optimal.  This dynamic program is similar to the Held and Karp’s (1962) classic solu-

tion to the traveling-salesman problem. 

Proposition 2.  Let L and L’ be two different permutations of the subset E’ of  aspects, 

and let e be any aspect not in E’.  Then the number of inconsistencies directly caused by e 

in (L, e) is the same as the number of inconsistencies caused by e in (L’, e). 

Corollary 2.  Algorithm 2 identifies the best lexicographic description of a profile 

order, X. 

                                                 
10 Minimizing violated pairs is equivalent to maximizing Kendall’s tau (1975) where τ = 1 – 2*(fraction violated). 
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Algorithm 2. (for finding L that is least inconsistent with X). 

Begin 
 J(∅) = 0; 
 for k = 1 to |E|  

for all (unordered) subsets, S ⊆ E of size k 
  for all i ∈ S 

  c(S\i, i) = number of inconsistencies caused by aspect i fol-
lowing set S\i 

  next i 
    [ ])},{\(}){\(min)( iiSciSJSJ

Si
+=

∈
 

L(S) is the ordering of aspects in S yielding J(S) [retained] 
 next S 
 next k 
end 

 

When the algorithm terminates, J(E) is the minimum number of inconsistencies between 

the respondent’s profile ordering, X, relative to aspect set E. L(E) is the best lexicographic or-

ders, which may or may not be unique.  Algorithm 2 applies directly to either acceptance-by-

aspects or elimination-by-aspects.  Fortunately, for lexicographic-by-aspects the number of steps 

in the algorithm only doubles.  Specifically, in the innermost loop of Algorithm 2 we need only 

check both i and its negation. We call Algorithm 2 a Greedoid-based dynamic program. 

 We have programmed Algorithm 2 in Java running on an IBM 1.7 GHz laptop.  For a 16-

aspect problem, the run time is approximately 1.85 seconds.  Relative to Martignon and Hoffrage 

(2002), some savings are due to Algorithm 2 and some are due to faster computers and pro-

gramming languages.  We project that Martignon and Hoffrage’s exhaustive enumeration would 

take 14 years for a 16-aspect EBA problem with Java on the same computer.11  

There is one further result that enables us to decrease the running time of the algorithm 

for larger problems.  Proposition 3 enables the algorithm to begin with any maximally-consistent 

ordered subset of aspects and then use the dynamic program on the remaining aspects. 

Proposition 3.  Suppose that L is an ordering of a subset of aspects that is consistent with 

the preferences of X.  Then there is an optimal ordering of aspects that begins with the 

order L. 

                                                 
11 For LBA each lexicographic ordering includes all orientations (ABA or EBA).  The number of solutions to check 
exhaustively would be 21616!.  Exhaustively enumerating LBA would take over 900 millennia.  Exhaustively enu-
merating a nine-aspect problem would take 9 seconds for EBA (or ABA), but 1.3 hours for LBA. 
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4. Estimation of Compensatory Consideration-and-Rank Processes 
 To evaluate the adequacy of non-compensatory descriptions, we must also estimate the 

best compensatory description(s).  Fortunately, estimation of the best set of aspect weights, cw
r

, 

is well-studied.  Many methods have been proposed and tested including monotonic regression, 

linear programming methods, hierarchical Bayes logistic models, and Bayesian hybrids (e.g., 

Rossi and Allenby 2003; Srinivasan and Shocker 1973; Toubia, et. al. 2004).  We expect that 

some methods will be stressed more than others if the process is truly non-compensatory over all 

16 aspects requiring a 32,768:1 ratio in the largest to smallest partworths.  We select two meth-

ods that have proven accurate and robust for individual respondents and that are readily adapted 

to handle the constraints as defined below – linear programming (e.g., LINMAP) and analytic-

center estimation.  Because both provide similar estimates and fit statistics, we report only the 

analytic-center estimates.12  We leave to future research other methods such as hierarchical 

Bayes shrinkage estimates.13 

 Scientifically, we seek to identify respondents who use a non-compensatory process and 

those that use a compensatory process.  Because an unconstrained estimation might yield aspect 

partworths that are consistent with a non-compensatory (e.g., n−12 ) process, we address this sci-

entific question by constraining the linear-programming and analytic-center (AC) estimates.  We 

use a generalization of Bröder’s tests that imposes a parametric constraint on the space of feasi-

ble partworths.  If wic is the partworth of the ith aspect for respondent c, then, for some q ≥ 1: 

 compensatory constraints:  cic qww l≤   for all i≠l  

 The compensatory constraints enable us to estimate a series of models, each progres-

sively less constrained.  If q = 1, the compensatory constraints impose Dawes’ equal-weights 

model.  If q → ∞, the model is unconstrained and all compensatory and non-compensatory mod-

els are allowed.  Intermediate q (between 1 and 2N) assure that some aspects compensate for the 

loss of other aspects.  Because there is no prior theory to establish the best q, we report results 

for q = 1, 4, and ∞.  Simulations suggest that these results bracket most compensatory models. 

                                                 
12 On average, LINMAP differs from AC by 4/10ths of 1% on fit and less than 1/10th of 1% on holdout violated pairs.   
13 Shrinkage estimates use data from all respondents to inform estimates for each respondent.  To date, Greedoid es-
timators have not been extended to shrinkage estimates.  In this paper, we compare “apples with apples” – compen-
satory and non-compensatory estimates that are focused that the level on an individual respondent. 
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 We estimate a compensatory model subject to the linear constraints.  Specifically, de-

scribe each profile, j, by a vector, jp
r

, with elements 0 or 1 to indicate the presence or absence of 

an aspect.  Denote respondent c’s partworths by the vector, cw
r

.  Then following constraints de-

fine a feasible region for the estimates.  The last constraint is a normalization constraint. 

cjci wpwp
rr '' ≥  for all i in the consideration set and j not in the consideration set 

ckcj wpwp
rrrr '' ≥  when j precedes k in a choice (rank) order 

cic qww l≤   for all i≠l  

10 ≤≤ icw  for all i 

 

When w
r

’s can be found that satisfy the constraints, we use the analytic center of the fea-

sible region as the estimates of cw
r

.  When there are no feasible w
r

’s we minimize the maximum 

error among the consideration and rank-order constraints.  LINMAP is similar; it minimizes the 

average error rather than the maximum error. 

5. Monte Carlo Experiments 
 Before we analyze empirical data, we test the accuracy of our measurement instrument.  

In particular, when we generate data with a non-compensatory process, we would like LBA 

models identified by the Greedoid-based dynamic program to predict better than the best com-

pensatory estimates.  When the generating model is compensatory, we would like the opposite to 

hold.  For simplicity of exposition, we report Monte Carlo results for rank-orders only.  We ob-

tain qualitatively similar results for consideration-then-rank synthetic data. 

 For our generating model, we modify a functional form proposed by Einhorn (1970).  We 

first define a set of generating weights, n
n

−= 12ω  for n = 1 to N.  We then select each synthetic 

respondent c’s true partworths as follows: )1(2)( nmm
nncw −== ω  for the nth smallest partworth.  

Following Einhorn, m = 0 implies Dawes’ model and m = 1 implies a minimally lexicographic 

model.  Setting 0 < m < 1 generates a compensatory model.  By setting m = 0, 1/15, 2/15, 4/15, 

8/15, and 16/15 we generate range of models that are successively less compensatory.  We then 

generate 1,000 synthetic respondents for each m as follows where jcu is respondent c’s true util-

ity for profile j. 
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1. For each m, generate cw
r

, normalize so ncw ’s  sum to 1.0.  cw
r

 ⇒ cjjc wpu
rr ′= . 

2. For each c, add error to the true utility: ),0(~~~~ eNwhereuu jjjcjc εε+= , e = 0.2, 0.4. 

3. Given }~{ kcu , generate a rank order of 32 cards for respondent c.  Repeat for all m. 

For each respondent, we then use either the Greedoid-based dynamic program to estimate 

an LBA aspect order or an analytic-center method to estimate partworths.  Estimated partworths 

imply a rank-order of 32 profiles from a 4324 design.  The fit statistic is the percent of ordered 

pairs of profiles from the estimated model that are consistent with the true model.  The results are 

shown in Figure 3.  For ease of interpretation and comparison with the compensatory constraints, 

we label the horizontal axis with the ratio of the largest to the smallest partworth.  For example, 

m = 2/15 implies a ratio of 4:1. 

 There are many implications of Figure 3.  First, we examine the ability of fit statistics to 

identify a respondents’ processing strategy.  If the respondent is truly lexicographic, Greedoid-

based LBA estimation does much better than any of the compensatory estimates (RHS of Figure 

3).  If the respondent is truly compensatory, then any of the compensatory estimates do much 

better than the Greedoid-based LBA estimates (LHS of Figure 3).  All but the smallest difference 

in Figure 3 is significant. (Details from the authors.)  Thus, the assignment of respondents to 

processing strategies by best-fit should do well for respondents who are lexicographic and for re-

spondents whose compensatory partworths are not too extreme (less than 16:1).  Some ties will 

occur for partworths more extreme than 16:1. Interpolating Figure 3, this will occur for linear 

processes with ratios in the range of 32:1 (low error) and 256:1 (high error).  

Figure 3 is also interesting in terms of robust estimators.  As suggested by Dawes (1979), 

Dawes and Corrigan (1974), and Hagerty and Srinivasan (1991), a robust equal-partworth model 

does surprisingly well for low m.  Compensatory constraints can provide useful information, e.g., 

cic ww l4≤  for AC(4) when the maximum ratio is truly 4:1. Compensatory constraints also ap-

pear to make estimation more robust.  As suggested in the machine learning literature, simpler 

models guard against over-fitting the data (Mitchell 1997).  Even though linear weights can re-

produce lexicographic processes, Greedoid-based estimates appear to be less-sensitive to error 

and better able to identify lexicographic processes than linear estimation with either analytic-

center or linear-programming methods. These results are consistent with Martignon and Hoffrage 
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(2002, p. 31) who suggest that lexicographic processes “tend to be robust (and) … generalize 

well to new, unknown data. 

Figure 3 
Results of the Monte Carlo Experiments 
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(a) Low Response Error in Simulations 
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(b) High Response Error in Simulations 

Robustness may be driven by the number of aspects.  In simulations, the differences be-

tween LBA and unconstrained linear models (AC(∞)) were more pronounced with 16 aspects 

than with 10 aspects (simulation results available from the authors).  This robustness suggests 

that Greedoid-based inference should be better able to identify lexicographic processes than 

Bröder’s (2000) regression-based methods when the number of aspects are large.  Bettman, Luce 
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and Payne (1998, p. 200) suggest that there are conflicting results on whether increasing the 

number of aspects induces non-compensatory processes. Greedoid approaches might be well-

suited to address this research controversy. 

In summary, the Monte Carlo experiments suggest that Greedoid-based estimation should 

be able to identify the respondents’ lexicographic process when respondents are truly lexico-

graphic.  Furthermore, classifying respondents by “best fit” (LBA vs. AC(4)) provides a viable 

means to classify, albeit with noise, respondents as compensatory vs. non-compensatory. 

6. SmartPhone Empirical Study 
 To test the Greedoid method with real respondents we invited respondents to complete a 

web-based questionnaire about SmartPhones.  The respondents were students drawn from the 

undergraduate and graduate programs at two universities.  To the best of our knowledge, they 

were unaware of the Greedoid methods or the purpose of our study.  As an incentive to partici-

pate, they were offered a 1-in-10 chance of winning a laptop bag worth $100, yielding a 63% re-

sponse rate.  Pretests in related contexts suggested that the choice of SmartPhones might include 

non-compensatory screening for some consumers and thus represented an interesting category 

for a first test of Greedoid methods. 

The survey consisted of six phases.  The first three phases are as described in Figure 2 – 

respondents were introduced to the category and SmartPhone features, indicated which Smart-

Phones they would consider (in half the cells), and successively chose SmartPhones in order to 

rank their considered products (or rank all products depending on cell).  Respondents then com-

pleted a mini-IQ test to cleanse memory – a task which pretests suggested was engaging and 

challenging.  Following this filler task, respondents completed a holdout task in which they were 

presented four SmartPhones chosen randomly from another 32-profile fractional factorial design.  

The final task was a short set of questions about the survey itself – data which we use to compare 

task difficulty. 

For the holdout task, respondents indicated which profiles they would consider and then 

ranked all four profiles.  They were not constrained to rank considered profiles above non-

considered profiles – a small fraction did not.  To avoid unwanted correlation due to common 

measurement methods, the holdout rank task used a different interface.  Respondents used their 

pointing device to shuffle the profiles into a rank order as one might sort slides in PowerPoint.  

Pretests suggested that respondents understood this task and found it different than the task in 
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Figure 2d.  

The survey was programmed in Php and debugged through a series of pretests with 56 re-

spondents chosen from the target population. At the end of the pretests, all technical glitches 

were removed.  Respondents understood the tasks and found them realistic. 

Experimental Design 

 Respondents were assigned randomly to one of six experimental cells as indicated in Fig-

ure 4.  The basic experimental design is a 2x2 design in which respondents complete either a 

two-stage or a one-stage task and are given the opportunity to presort profiles or not.  (In the 

two-stage sort cell, respondents could sort prior to consideration and prior to choice.  Respon-

dents in the sort cells could re-sort as often as they liked.)   

Figure 4   
SmartPhone Experimental Design 
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Cells 5 and 6 enable us to examine two additional issues.  Cell 5 is a no-sort, two-stage 

task as in Cell 1, but with 16 profiles rather than 32 profiles.  This comparison is interesting be-

cause dominant theories suggest that respondents are more likely to use non-compensatory proc-

esses when the number of profiles is large (e.g., Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998).  In Cell 6 

(pruning), respondents complete a no-sort, full-rank task as in Cell 2, but, as they make choices, 
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we remove any profile that is not consistent with an additive partworth model.14  We include this 

task to test whether or not it affects respondents’ evaluative processes.  Cell 6 also represents an 

alternative way to reduce the respondents’ task while obtaining a full rank order.  We make no 

predictions as to whether pruning will increase or decrease the use of non-compensatory proc-

esses or whether it will increase or decrease predictive accuracy (enforced consistency vs. re-

sponse-error propagation).  We begin with Cells 1, 2, 3, and 4 and return to Cells 5 and 6 later. 

Basic Experimental Results 

 Ease of use. Before examining fit and predictions, we examine how respondents perceive 

a two-stage consideration-then-choice task.  We hypothesized that a two-stage process would be 

perceived as more enjoyable, more accurate, and more engaging.  We also expected that it would 

save time.  The results are reported in Figures 5a and 5b.  We have oriented both axes such that 

down is better.  We see first that, in the base condition of no sorting, the two-stage task is seen as 

significantly more enjoyable, accurate, and engaging.15   Sorting increases enjoyment, accuracy, 

and interest for the one-stage task but not for the two-stage task, however neither difference is 

significant.16  For the no-sort cell, two-stage data collection saves substantial time (3.75 minutes 

compared to 8.75 minutes, t = 2.8, p = 0.01).  Such time savings could reduce data collection 

costs substantially.  More respondents completed the no-sort, two-stage task, 94%, than the no-

sort one-stage task, 86%, although the difference is marginally significant (t = 1.7, p = 0.10). 

Figure 5   
Task Difficulty (less is better on both graphs) 
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 (a) Attitudes Toward Task Difficulty       (b) Times to Complete the Tasks 

                                                 
14 Cell 6 has fewer respondents because we improved the profile pruning algorithm during data collection. Any re-
spondents who answered the survey prior to the improvement in the algorithm were removed from the study. 
15 Comparing one-stage to two-stage, t = 2.2, p = 0.03 for no-sort cells; t = 0.9, p = 0.37 for the sort cells. 
16 Comparing sort to no-sort, t = 0.8, p = 0.45 for the two-stage cells; t = 0.6, p = 0.53 for the one-stage cells. 
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However, contrary to expectations, sorting did not reinforce these attitude, time, and 

completion-rate advantages.  In fact, sorting appears to mitigate some advantages.17  It appears 

that sorting was effortful and was perceived as such.  

 Use of non-compensatory processes. We next examine classifications of respondents as 

using either a compensatory or a non-compensatory process.  We also test whether sorting in-

duced the use of a non-compensatory process.  To address these questions, we examine the num-

ber of respondents for whom the Greedoid fit was better than the compensatory fit (AC(4)).18  

The results strongly suggest that respondents were using non-compensatory consideration and 

choice processes.  For the one-stage rank task, 99% of the respondents were classified as using a 

non-compensatory process.  This decreased to 89% for the two-stage, consideration-then-rank 

task; the remainder were classified as tied (10%) or compensatory (1%).  Our results do not nec-

essarily signal that there is less LBA processing in the consideration task, but rather lower preci-

sion in the two-stage task – two-stage cells are based on fewer observations than one-stage 

cells.19  Overall,  the vast majority of respondents appear to use a non-compensatory process. 

 Interestingly, counter to expectations, sorting did not induce a lexicographic process.  

There were virtually no differences between the no-sort and sort cells – 99% vs. 100% for the 

one-stage task and 92% vs. 87% for the two-stage task.20  Nor did sorting induce respondents to 

consider substantially more profiles – on average 6.4 profiles were considered in the no-sort cell 

and 6.7 profiles in the sort cell (t = 0.4, p  = 0.66). 

 Fit and prediction.  We examine the predictive ability of the Greedoid method in many 

ways.  We first compare the fit and prediction of a non-compensatory (LBA) process to a com-

pensatory process (AC(4)) for all respondents in Cells 1-4.  We later relax the restrictions on the 

compensatory model and consider AC(∞).  On average, LBA fits significantly better and predicts 

holdouts significantly better on the violated-pairs metric.  This performance also holds when we 

use a metric, hit rate, that was not used in estimation.  See Table 1.  We also considered a model 

                                                 
17 The two- vs. one-stage time difference is not significant for the sort cells (t = 0.4, p = 0.70). The no-sort vs. sort 
time difference is not significant for the one-stage cells (t = 1.3, p = 0.19), but is significant at the 0.10 level for the 
two-stage cells (t = 1.8, p = 0.07).  No other completion rate differences were significant. 
18 In Section 8 we address the question of mixed processes, e.g., non-compensatory consideration and compensatory 
choice processes. 
19 The two-stage cells yield, on average, only 40% of the pairs observed in one-stage cells.  The average respondent 
considered about 7 profiles yielding (6x7/2) + (7x(32-7) = 196 pairs.  A full rank yields (31x32/2) = 496 pairs. 
20 Neither difference is significant.  Because of the small numbers of observations in the compensatory cells, we 
used the Fisher exact test, p = 0.50 for the one-stage cells and p = 0.21 for the two-stage cells. 
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in which we assign respondents to their best-fit model.  This mixed model does better on both fit 

and holdout predictions, however, none are significantly better because so few respondents were 

assigned to a compensatory model. 

Table 1   
Comparison of Fit and Prediction 

 Lexicographic by       
Aspects Compensatory Best of L, C 

Fit (percent pairs) 0.955* 0.697 0.956* 

Holdout (percent pairs) 0.745* 0.626 0.749* 

Holdout hit rate 0.597* 0.382 0.602* 

 *   Significantly better than compensatory at the 0.05 level 

 
 We next examine the data by individual respondent.  Figure 6 portrays the ability of LBA 

and AC(4) to predict holdout pairs for each respondent.  In particular, we plot a histogram of re-

spondents versus the difference in predictive ability between the two models.  Positive numbers 

(shown in dark red) indicate the respondents for whom LBA predicts best.  The mass of the dis-

tribution favors a non-compensatory process. 

Figure 6   
Histogram of Comparative Predictive Ability 
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Because classification is based on fit, we examine holdout predictions by respondent 

classes. On holdout sets, LBA does significantly better than AC(4) for respondents classified as 
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lexicographic. The reverse is true for respondents classified as compensatory. The fit classifica-

tion seems to apply to holdout predictions. 

 We next examine holdout predictions by experimental cell.  See Figure 7.  (Calibration fit 

and hold-out hit rates provide similar qualitative interpretations.)  In all four cells, the non-

compensatory model predicts significantly better than the compensatory model.21 

 In most cases, the predictive ability decreases when a two-stage rather than a one-stage 

task is used, most likely because there are fewer paired comparisons with which to fit the 

model.22  On the other hand, sorting does not appear to have a significant effect on predictive 

ability.23 

Figure 7   
Predictive Ability by Cell, Non-compensatory vs. Compensatory Processes 
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 (a) No Sorting Allowed         (b) Sorting Allowed 

 Summary of Basic Experimental Results.  The basic experiments suggest that: 

• most respondents use non-compensatory processes (for SmartPhones), 

• a non-compensatory model fits and predicts better than a compensatory model, 

• fit classifications appear to apply for holdout predictions, 

• the basic two-stage task is much faster, is perceived much better by respondents, and is 

completed in higher percentages than the one-stage full-rank task, however, 

                                                 
21 t = 3.3, 8.1, 3.9, and 8.0, respectively, for Cells 1-4.  All significant at 0.001 or greater. 
22 Comparing two-stage to one-stage cells, for LBA, t = 5.8, p = 0.00 for the no-sort cells and t = 4.4, p = 0.00 for 
the sort cells.  For AC(4), t =  0.02, p = 0.98 for the no-sort cells and t = 2.6, p = 0.01 for the sort cells. 
23 Comparing no-sort to sort, for LBA, t = 1.4, p = 0.16 for one-stage and t = 0.6, p = 0.57 for two-stage.  For AC(4), 
t = 1.6, p = 0.14 for one-stage and t = 1.0, p = 0.33 for two-stage.  
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o the two-stage task yields fewer paired-comparison observations which leads to re-

duced predictive ability and a reduced ability to classify respondents – researchers 

must make cost-benefit tradeoffs in deciding among tasks, 

o the time, attitude, and completion-rate advantages of a two-stage task are miti-

gated if the respondent is allowed to sort profiles, 

• allowing respondents to sort profiles does not induce lexicographic processing and has 

little impact on predictive ability. 

7.  Using Greedoids to Study Behavior: Two Experiments 
 One of our goals was to develop an inference method that could be used to study, in a 

more-or-less natural task, how environmental variables influence respondents’ consideration-

and-choice processes.  Using Cells 1 and 2 of the basic experiment as baselines, we analyze two 

additional experiments as implemented by Cells 5 and 6.  (Review Figure 4.)  The first experi-

ment replicates one of the most accepted findings of constructive processes – more choice alter-

natives induce greater use of non-compensatory processes.  The second experiment is new – we 

modify the choice sets adaptively to be consistent with additive processing rules. 

The Impact of More Profiles on Respondents’ Consideration-and-Choice Processes 

Behavioral theory suggests that respondents are more likely to use a non-compensatory 

process if they are asked to evaluate more profiles (e.g., Bettman, Luce, and Payne 1998; Bröder 

2000; Johnson, Meyer and Ghose 1989; Lohse and Johnson 1996; Payne, Bettman and Johnson 

1993).  Behavioral theory also suggests that respondents will include fewer profiles in their con-

sideration sets, in part, because fewer are likely to satisfy their evaluative criteria.  However, the 

theory is mute on the number of profiles because that number will depend upon the specific fea-

tures of the profiles, the specific respondent criteria, and the unobserved cost of evaluation (e.g., 

Hauser and Wernerfelt 1990, Roberts and Lattin 1991). 

 To test these theories we compare Cells 1 and 5.  In both cells respondents completed a 

two-stage task with no sorting allowed, but in Cell 1 they evaluated 32 profiles and in Cell 5 they 

evaluated 16 profiles.  In both cells the profiles were chosen from (different) fractional factorials 

of the 4324 design.  Consistent with behavioral theory we identified proportionally more respon-

dents as using non-compensatory processes in the cell with more profiles – 92% for 32 profiles 

and 72% for 16 profiles (t = 2.5, p = 0.02).  Although the number of profiles reduced the use of 

non-compensatory processes, non-compensatory processes remained in the majority for the 16-
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profile cell.  Also consistent with theory, respondents considered, on average, fewer profiles in 

the 16-profile cells (4.4 vs. 6.4, t = 4.6, p = 0.00). 

 Although it was not our goal to test the predictive ability of the models in the two cells, it 

is interesting to examine the impact of the number of profiles on the tradeoff between task diffi-

culty and predictive ability.  Interestingly, there was a significant increase in enjoyment and in-

terest (t = 2.0, p = 0.05), but no significant decrease in task time (3.4 vs. 3.75 minutes, t = 0.5, p 

= 0.64).  There was also no significant reduction in predictive ability for either non-

compensatory (t = 0.03, p = 0.98) or compensatory models (t = 0.1, p = 0.89).  Perhaps 16 pro-

files provide sufficient information.  These data suggest that, for the consideration-then-choice 

task, the researcher who is interested in predictive ability is free to choose the number of profiles 

(16 vs. 32) that appears more realistic to the respondent. 

The Impact of Pruning on Respondents’ Consideration-and-Choice Processes 

 In our second experiment we examine whether pruning profiles to be consistent with an 

additive process would cause respondents to appear more or less lexicographic.  Recall that only 

a tiny fraction (10-23) of all possible profile orders are consistent with a pure lexicographic proc-

ess, that lexicographic processes can be represented by extremely-chosen additive partworths, 

and that only 1/10th of 1% of all profile orders are consistent with an additive-partworth repre-

sentation.   

 Profiles are pruned as follows.  Respondents are not constrained in their first choice.  

However, each respondent’s first choice imposes a set of linear constraints on that respondent’s 

partworths.  For some of the remaining profiles there may be no values of the partworths that 

could predict those profiles as the respondent’s second choice.  We remove those profiles from 

the respondent’s second choice set.  These profiles may reappear in later choice sets.  We con-

tinue this pruning process until we know the rank of all profiles. 

We implement pruning by solving a linear-programming feasibility problem for each un-

ranked profile and we remove those profiles for which there is no feasible solution for additive 

partworths. The linear program runs sufficiently fast; respondents notice no undue delay.  The 

savings from pruning can be substantial.  In our experiments respondents saw, on average, 73% 

fewer profiles, 32% fewer choice sets, completed the task in 5.9 rather than 8.8 minutes (t = 1.6, 

p = 0.12), and saw the task as more enjoyable and interesting, albeit not significantly so (t = 1.7, 

p = 0.10).  Predictions about predictive ability are mixed – pruning is an easier task (+), helps re-
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spondents avoid “errors” (+), is sensitive to errors in early choices (–), and provides less data 

with which to estimate respondents’ choice processes or partworths (–). 

In our experiment, Cell 6 differs from Cell 2 only on pruning – both are full-rank, no-sort 

cells.  Because 99% of the respondents were identified as non-compensatory in Cell 2 and 100% 

were identified as non-compensatory in Cell 6, we can not distinguish the cells on this measure 

(p = 0.6 with Fisher’s exact test).  We can, however, examine the impact of pruning on fit and 

prediction.  As indicated in Figure 8, pruning had no significant effect on fit or the predictive 

ability of the compensatory model, but did decrease significantly the predictive ability of the 

non-compensatory model (LBA, 83% without pruning, 69% with pruning, t = 4.8, p = 0.00). 

The results are interesting.  In traditional conjoint analysis, which assumes an additive 

partworth model, pruning saves considerable time and effort with little loss of predictive ability.  

However, this loss is only significant when the respondents use non-compensatory processes (as 

identified by Greedoid methods).  Phrased another way, pruning is a promising method for full-

profile conjoint analysis in product categories that are likely to be described by compensatory 

features (or aspects).  Pruning does not appear promising if the features are non-compensatory. 

Figure 8   
The Impact of Pruning on Fit and Prediction 
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Summary – Two Experiments 

 The two additional experiments demonstrate how Greedoid methods can be used to study 

the impact of the choice environment on constructed consideration and choice processes.  The 

number-of-profiles experiment suggests that the Greedoid method is consistent with established 

theory and, hence, has face validity.  The advantage of the Greedoid method is that it can infer 

consumer decision processes directly from the decisions that consumers make – we do not need 
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verbal protocols or information display boards that might, themselves, influence consumer proc-

essing strategies.  However, as this experiment itself demonstrates, researcher decisions, such as 

the number of profiles, can influence the decision processes that consumers construct. 

 The second experiment investigates pruning – an induction that we have not seen in the 

literature.  In our data, pruning does not appear to discourage lexicographic processing.  It might 

be a viable method to reduce respondent burden if the features of the profiles are compensatory, 

however, it appears to hurt predictions if the features are non-compensatory.  This phenomenon 

bears further study because most adaptive questioning algorithms select questions based on an 

assumed linear model  (Abernethy and Evgeniou 2004; Johnson 1991; Toubia, et. al. 2004).  

8.  Alternative Models of Consideration or Choice Processes 
 In this section we analyze two additional models of consideration-and-choice processes – 

lexicographic-by-features (LBF) and an unconstrained linear process ((AC(∞)).  Other processes, 

such as elimination-by-aspects (EBA), acceptance-by-aspects (ABA), and alternative constraints 

on compensatory processes (AC(2) and AC(10)), provide no surprises.  Details are available 

from the authors. 

Lexicographic-By-Features (LBF) 

 We implement LBF by constraining aspects within a feature to appear together in the as-

pect ordering of LBA. Because LBF is a special case of LBA, the fit statistics will be lower for 

LBF by the principle of optimality.  However, if respondents are really processing profiles by 

features rather than aspects, an LBF model may be more robust for holdout data.  The results are 

shown in Figure 9.  The holdout predictions are significantly lower for LBF in most cases sug-

gesting that the respondents are processing profiles by aspects rather than features.24  For com-

parison, we repeated the compensatory predictions in Figure 9.  LBF predicts better than a com-

pensatory model (AC(4)), but the differences are not significant.25  EBA and ABA (not shown) 

are close to LBA and do better than LBF in Figure 9. 

                                                 
24 t = 1.8, 7.1, 2.3, and 4.5 and p = 0.07, 0.00, 0.02, and 0.00, respectively, for Cells 1-4. 
25 t = 1.2, 1.1, 1.8, and 0.3 and p = 0.24, 0.29, 0.07, and 0.74, respectively, for Cells 1-4. 
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Figure 9   
Lexicographic-by-Features vs. Lexicographic-by-Aspects 
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Unconstrained Linear Models 

In theory, unconstrained linear models (AC(∞)) can represent lexicographic processes.  

However, these representations are not unique and the extreme nature of lexico-consistent part-

worths may make it difficult statistically to obtain empirical estimates.26  On the other hand, the 

Greedoid representation is simple and, potentially, robust.  Simple, robust representations often 

predict well.  This is the case in our data, Figure 10.  The Greedoid representations out-predict 

unconstrained linear models, significantly so for the one-stage cells.27  AC(10) is bounded by the 

lexicographic and linear models in Figure 10.  AC(2) does not predict as well as AC(4). 

Figure 10   
Estimates from an Unconstrained Linear Model 
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26 For example, the representation is not unique: 2m(1-n), works for all m ≥ 1.  The set of lexico-consistent partworths 
is not convex, but has positive measure (uncountably infinite). 
27 The differences are significant for the one-stage cells (t = 7.4, 6.9), but not for the two-stage cells (t = 1.4, 1.1). 
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Mixed Models 

 In the two-stage models analyzed thus far, we assumed that respondents use the same 

processing strategy for both the consideration and choice stages.  Some researchers suggest that 

consumers use a non-compensatory decision process for the consideration stage and a compensa-

tory decision process for the choice stage (e.g., Payne 1976).  Greedoid methods can be used in 

either stage.  However, in our data, the small (natural) size of the consideration sets does not 

yield sufficiently many ranked pairs to obtain precise estimates for choice within the considera-

tion set.  Even when we parse the fit statistics by stage, LBA fits significantly better than AC(4) 

in both stages.  We leave full exploration of mixed models to future data collection in which 

more information is collected about choices within consideration sets. 

9.  Managerial Implications 
The average consideration set for our sample was approximately 6-7 profiles.  Reducing a 

set of 32 profiles to 6-7 profiles requires that a consumer process relatively few aspects lexico-

graphically.  Table 7 lists the six aspects that were used most often and indicates whether they 

tended to be used to accept profiles or reject profiles (second column), the percent of consumers 

who used that aspect as one of the first three aspects in a lexicographic order (third column), and 

the percent who used that aspect as the first aspect in a lexicographic order (fourth column).28   

 It is interesting that, in our data, price aspects were often, but not always, rejection crite-

ria, while all other aspects were acceptance criteria.  (This is true for aspects not shown in Table 

2.)  We do not know if this generalizes to other categories.  Furthermore, although “high-price” 

was the top lexicographic aspect in our study, this may be a consequence of the category or our 

student sample.  We do not expect price to be the top lexicographic aspect in all categories nor 

do we feel that this result affected the basic scientific and methodological findings about lexico-

graphic processing or predictive ability. 

 Table 7 has a number of implications.  Firstly, for our student sample, there are clear 

price segments – almost half the sample rejected high-priced SmartPhones.  Secondly, the as-

pects of “flip” and “small” are each used by about 30% of the respondents.  For this sample, any 

manufacturer will lose considerable market share if it does not include SmartPhones that are 

small and flip.  The keyboard aspect is interesting.  One segment, 17.3%, seem to require a key-

board and another segment, 7.5% (not shown), seem to reject all keyboard SmartPhones.  On this 

                                                 
28 Column 3 sums to 300% across all aspects. 
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aspect, a manufacturer would be best advised to offer both SmartPhones with keyboards and 

SmartPhones without keyboards.  Finally, brand, service provider, and operating system are not 

high in the lexicographic ordering.  They are more likely to be more compensatory. 

Table 2 
Top Lexicographic Aspects for SmartPhones (for our sample) 

Aspect ABA or EBA Affect Consideration Top Aspect 

Price – $499 Reject 49.2% 26.1% 

Flip Accept 32.0% 10.4% 

Small Accept 29.4% 10.0% 

Price – $299 Reject 19.8% 4.2% 

Keyboard Accept 17.3% 7.5% 

Price – $99 Accept 14.5% 4.8% 

 

10.  Summary, Conclusions, and Future Research 
In this paper we propose a method to test whether respondents use non-compensatory 

processes and, if so, to infer the details of those processes from either consideration-then-choice 

or full-rank tasks.  Inference is a non-trivial combinatorial problem which has hitherto been too 

time-consuming to solve  Greedoids provide a structure and theory to transform this N! problem 

into a 2N problem, which, for practical problems, decreases running time by a factor the order of 

109.  Monte Carlo simulation experiments suggest that it is feasible to infer, albeit with noise, the 

process that respondents use to evaluate profiles. 

We tested Greedoid methods empirically by asking respondents to evaluate SmartPhones. 

The data suggest that the Greedoid methods can identify the respondents’ processing strategies 

and that the Greedoid estimates can predict better than compensatory models developed from the 

same data.  We demonstrate how Greedoid methods might be used to study constructed judg-

ment and decision processes by replicating one well-known result and by investigating a new in-

duction. 

Greedoid methods also provide a practical conjoint-like method to forecast consumer re-

sponse to new products or changes in the features of existing products.  This method is particu-

larly useful in product categories where consumers are presented with large numbers of potential 

choices.  Not only do the Greedoid estimates appear to predict better (in most cases) than com-
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pensatory estimates, but the consideration-then-choice task is perceived by respondents as more 

enjoyable, more accurate, and more interesting.  It also saves time and increases completion rates 

– both of which translate directly into cost savings.  While combining estimation method and 

task still requires careful tradeoffs by the researcher, the new methods (combined with a simpler 

task) provide greater capabilities. 

In summary, based on the simulations and the SmartPhone data: 

Methodological 

• it is feasible to infer non-compensatory processes with a Greedoid dynamic program, 

• a consideration-then-choice task reduces task time, increases completion rates, and im-

proves perceived enjoyment, accuracy, and interest, however, at some loss in predictive 

ability, 

• enabling respondents to sort profiles by aspects is seen as more difficult and time-

consuming, but does not increase predictive ability,  

• non-compensatory estimates predict holdouts better than compensatory estimates, 

• Greedoid methods appear to be more robust – they predict better than additive models 

even though additive models can represent lexicographic processes. 

Consumer Behavior 

• for SmartPhones, most respondents appear to use non-compensatory processes, 

• respondents appear to process aspects rather than features lexicographically, 

• enabling respondents to sort profiles does not increase their tendency to use non-

compensatory processes, 

• increasing the number of profiles does increase respondents’ tendency to use non-

compensatory processes, 

• pruning profiles to force consistency with an additive representation does not affect the 

ability to fit the process nor does it change the ability of compensatory estimates to pre-

dict holdouts, but it does decrease the ability of non-compensatory estimates to predict 

holdouts, 

Managerial (for our sample and category) 

• Price is often used as a rejection criterion. Non-price aspects seem to be used as accep-

tance criteria. 
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• “Small” and “Flip” are key acceptance criteria for SmartPhones. 

Future Directions 

 Greedoid methods provide a powerful tool to study consumer behavior.  Although we 

used rank and consideration-then-rank tasks, Greedoid methods can be extended to the stated-

choice task that is popular in choice-based conjoint analysis.  We might also investigate two-

stage processing rules that are non-compensatory for consideration and compensatory for choice.  

Researchers can use the Greedoid inference engine to investigate many impacts of consumers’ 

constructive judgment and decision processes – manipulations that might be too intrusive if im-

plemented by verbal protocols or information display tasks.   

Methodologically, the exact dynamic program is still exponential, 2N, in the number of 

aspects.  We handled 16 aspects in 1.85 seconds.  At this rate Greedoid inference can be used to 

evaluate up to 21 aspects in under a minute.  However, we can handle much larger problems if 

we seek to concentrate on the first few lexicographic aspects in a respondents LBA process.  Be-

cause the theory applies to partial orders, we can stop the (forward induction) dynamic program 

after M aspects yielding a running time proportional to NCM. For example, we could identify the 

top five out of fifty aspects in approximately one minute.  Partial-order Greedoid inference can 

be used to identify satisficing processes in which some aspect levels are considered as equivalent 

by respondents.  Other heuristics might also be used (Kohli and Jedidi 2004; Kohli, Krishna-

murthi, and Jedidi 2003).   

 Finally, SmartPhones were chosen as a first test because the dominant features were 

likely to be non-compensatory for some respondents.  It will be interesting to see how Greedoid 

methods perform in product categories that have features that are more compensatory in nature. 
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Appendix:  Proofs of the Formal Propositions 

Proposition 1.  Let E be the set of aspects, and let X be a partial order on the profiles.  
Let G be the collection of ordered subsets of E that are lexico-consistent with X.  Then G 
is a Greedoid language. 

Proof. We show that Greedoid properties (2) and (3) hold for collection G.  Property (1) 

is implied by (2). Property (2): Lexico consistent means that there is no pair of profiles P and P′  

with LP P′f  and  PP Xf′ .  So, if L is consistent with X, then L\e is consistent with X since the 

relations with respect to L\e are a subset of the relations with respect to L. Property (3): Let e be 

the first aspect in L′  such that e ∉ L. Such an e is guaranteed to exist since L L′ > . We show 

that (L, e) ∈ G via a contradiction. Suppose that there are profiles P and P′  with ,L eP P′f  and 

PP Xf′ . Since L and X are consistent, it follows that P and P′  are unrelated with respect to L, 

and thus PP e ′f .  Let L ′′  be aspects in L′  prior to e. Then LL ⊆′′ , so P and P′  are unrelated 

in L ′′ . It follows that PP eL ′′′ ,f  and thus LP P′f , contradicting that L′  is consistent with X.  

We conclude that Property 3 is true. 

Proposition 2.  Let L and L’ be two different permutations of the subset E’ of  aspects, and let e 
be any aspect not in E’.  Then the number of inconsistencies directly caused by e in (L, e) is the 
same as the number of inconsistencies caused by e in (L’, e). 

Proof.   Suppose that for profiles P and P′ , XP P′f .  The aspect e causes an inconsis-

tency with respect to the profiles P and P′   in (L, e) if and only if the following conditions hold: 

(i) profiles P and P′  are undifferentiated by the aspects in L, and (ii) eP P′ f .   These are the 

same conditions under which e causes an inconsistency with respect to P and P′   in (L’, e). 

Proposition 3.  Suppose that L is an ordering of a subset of aspects that is consistent with the 
preferences of X.  Then there is an optimal ordering of aspects that begins with the order L.    

Proof.  Suppose that L′  is an optimal ordering of aspects; that is, it is the one that mini-

mizes the number of inconsistencies with respect to X.  Let L ′′  be obtained from L′  by moving 

the aspects of L to the front of the order.  We will show that any inconsistency with respect to L ′′  

is also an inconsistency with respect to L′ , thus showing that L ′′  is at least as optimal as L′ .  

Suppose that for profiles P and P′ , XP P′f , and LP P′′′ f .  Let e be the first aspect in L ′′  that 

differentiates P and P′ .  Since L is consistent with X, it follows that e ∉ L.  Therefore, e is also 

the first aspect in L′  that differentiates P and P′ , and so LP P′′ f .  It follows that P and P′  also 

cause an inconsistency with respect to L′ , proving the proposition. 


